Assessment

Web Technologies (CS7062)
- Continuous assessment based on exercises (25%)
  - All exercises will be graded
- Essay in Research Paper Format, based upon Practical Experiment with course-relevant data OR an approved topic (50%)
  - Presentation on a research paper structure/format next week
    - Some example topics will be discussed
  - Abstract (max. 200 words) and Methodology (max. 200 words) due on Week 5; these are not assessed
  - 8-10 page paper, excluding references, in LNCS format
    - Due first Friday of next term (i.e. after Christmas break)
- Laboratory Project (25%)
  - Outlined in Week 6
  - Due at the end of the module (Week 12)

Overview of assessment

1) Introduction to the Web, terminology etc. (Owen Conlan) (3 Lecture)
2) HTML and CSS Static Web Design (Seamus Lawless) (1 Lecture, 2 Lab)
   - How to write a research paper/topics
3) HTML and CSS Static Web Design (Seamus Lawless) (1 Lecture, 2 Lab)
   - Abstracts for Research Papers due (not assessed)
4) Intro to Databases Intro and Lab Interaction (Seamus Lawless) (1 Lecture, 2 Lab)
5) Intro to Databases Intro and Lab Interaction (Seamus Lawless) (1 Lecture, 2 Lab)
6) PHP and MySQL Intro and Lab - Web Form (Alex O'Connor) (1 Lecture, 2 Lab)
   - Lab Project outlined
7) Reading Week
8) PHP and MySQL Intro and Lab - Web Form (Alex O'Connor) (1 Lecture, 2 Lab)
9) PHP and XML Intro to XML and Lab - Render Data from XML (Alex O'Connor) (1 Lecture, 2 Lab)
10) CMS Intro to the Various Types and Install (Shawn Day) (1 Lecture, 2 Lab)
11) Analytics Intro and some practical examples (Shawn Day) (1 Lecture, 2 Lab)
12) Visualisations Intro and some practical examples (Shawn Day) (1 Lecture, 2 Lab)
   - Lab Project due
Questions?

- Contact: Owen.Conlan@scss.tcd.ie
- Slides: http://www.scss.tcd.ie/Owen.Conlan